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	The #1 New York Times-bestselling series returns-and the stakes have never been higher. 

	

	Charlie Castillo's secret unit has been disbanded-but that doesn't mean he's out of business. As experience has painfully shown him, there are many things the intelligence community can't do, won't do, or doesn't do well, and he has the men and assets to help set things straight.

	

	But the first opportunity, when it comes, is shocking: A FedEx package arrives, bearing photos of barrels containing some of the most dangerous biohazard materials on earth, all of which were supposed to have been destroyed during a raid on a secret Russian factory in the Congo. Who has them, and what do they want? Castillo has a feeling he's not going to like the answers.
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Internal Control: A Study of Concept and Themes (Contributions to Management Science)Physica-Verlag, 2012

	The concept of internal control has developed along with audit practice. As demands have been made for greater accountability in corporate governance, the significance of internal control systems in companies has increased. Traditionally internal control has had a fairly direct relationship to financial reporting quality but wider...
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Kali Linux CTF BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build, test, and customize your own Capture the Flag challenges across multiple platforms designed to be attacked with Kali Linux


	About This Book

	
		Put the skills of the experts to the test with these tough and customisable pentesting projects
	
		Develop each challenge to suit your specific...
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Photoshop for Video, Third Edition (DV Expert Series)Focal Press, 2007
Master the graphic design and production skills required of today's video editors and motion graphic professionals with this comprehensive guide to the video tools in Adobe Photoshop CS3. Every page is filled with techniques to help the video professional make graphics for use in television, video, the Internet, and DVD. Lively discourse,...
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Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	The book you’re holding in your hands is going to show you how to build your very own 3D Printer. It’s
	not science fiction. It’s a device that will allow you to print out (in plastic) whatever you can imagine.
	(Okay, that’s a bit of a stretch – there are size limitations when using this machine.)
	Read the...
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Unleashing Web 2.0: From Concepts to CreativityMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
Dr. Gottfried Vossen and Stephen Hagemann have very clearly explained the transition to the new read/write era of the Webalso known as Web 2.0.  This book will help you understand the ongoing evolution of the Web, and push you to create applications that take advantage of the read/write Web.  Richard MacManus, Editor, Read/WriteWeb...
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Immunochemical Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Immunochemical techniques have been in use for many years with early examples of bacterial strain typing dating back to the 1940s. The basis for the science is the exquisite elegance of the mammalian immune system with its ability to recognize foreign proteins and to manufacture antibody m- ecules that strongly bind to the substances that...
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